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A problem of interest in approximation theory is to characterize the function yielding (for background on the problem see, e.g., Glaeser [1] , Tihomirov [5] , Schoenberg [3] ). We will prove that the minimum is attained by a "perfect spline." A perfect spline of degree n with r -1 knots in [0,1] is a spline polynomial of the special form
where c 9 a 09 ... 9 a n^1 are real constants and the knots {£,-} obey the constraints 0 < £ >1 < £ 2 < ... < £ r -i < 1-Manifestly, the perfect spline P(x) exhibits the property that its nth derivative, though changing sign at each knot £ t , maintains a constant absolute value, in this case |c|n! The key to the solution of the problem (2) is the following interpolation theorem. (When coincident x t occurs then the extra interpolation conditions are interpreted as interpolation for appropriate successive derivatives at that x value.) The interpolating spline is not necessarily unique.
The proof of Theorem 1 appears to be rather deep. Our analyses use results equivalent to the theory of degree of mapping of nonlinear transformations, and further refined facts on the total positivity nature of the kernel K(x, Ç) = (x -Ç)\. The very special case of Theorem 1 with r -n and x x = x 2 = ... = x n = 0, x n+1 = x n+2 = ... = x 2n = 1 can ^e obtained by exploiting a form of Taylor's expansion with remainder formula and some elegent functional analysis. This special case was treated by Glaeser [1] .
An explicit determination of the interpolating perfect spline for the interpolation conditions P(0) = P'(0) = • • = P^-^O) = 0, P(l) = 1, P'(l) = P"(l) = • • • = P<"" 1 >(1) = 0 was given by Louboutin [2] . For this example,
where the knots {^f}"= J are identified as the zeros of 7^(x) (the Tchebycheff polynomial of the first kind), specifically
A relatively easy consequence of Theorem 1 involving repeated reference to Rolle's theorem leads to the next assertion. COROLLARY 
The perfect spline affirmed in Theorem 1 provides a minimum in (2).
Further topological arguments involving mainly applications of the Brouwer fixed point theorem with heavy reliance on the result of Theorem 1 establishes the existence of the two special perfect splines described in the next theorem. The construction of the special P nr can be achieved without need of the full force of Theorems 1 and 2 by appropriate application of the Brouwer fixed point theorem. The case of Theorem 3 was announced by Schoenberg and Cavaretta [4] . The function P H$r also features prominently in the work of Tihomirov [5] .
Designate p ntt as the constant value Halloo = P«V(1) = /#(1). It is usually more convenient to normalize the nth derivative to 1. Accordingly we have The perfect splines Q(x; p) enjoy several remarkable optimum properties. We highlight three typical situations. [5] ). The theorems enunciated in this report and other enticing properties of perfect splines will be elaborated elsewhere.
